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FOREWARD
Dear colleagues and Partners,
It is with great honour and consideration that we present to you WSCF Africa 2008
annual report.
This report is completed when the African continent still facing serious difficulties
among which: widespread poverty, civil wars, bad governance, injustice and corruption,
epidemics such as HIV/AIDS, illiteracy, and now the rising costs of basic necessities.
Some countries experienced and are still experiencing difficulties, such as Kenya,
Zimbabwe, Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan, Chad, etc. In all of these situations,
the voice of the Lord calls us out to be the messengers of God for change.
“Righteousness makes a nation great; sin is a disgrace to any nation.” Proverbs 14:341.
We, as WSCF-Africa, have developed strategies that permit us to face these challenges
and to reinforce the capacity of the members of Christian student movements, so that they
may be true channels through which the message of redemption and the actions that bring
that redemption into being can flow. Through the training of youth, the capacity building,
the faithful witnesses for Christ, we are confident in better future when our young
members of SCMs and the WSCF will be true leaders and servants of their countries,
their churches and their communities, because the creativity of the Lord and the work of
men and women are intimately connected.2 This is what it means to be a prophet and
visionary during one’s youth: to know what must be done at a precise moment, at a
precise location, for precise people and in a precise manner.
This year 2008 has also been a year of many events particularly in WSCF Africa Region.
WSCF Africa organized two important constitutional meetings: the Africa Regional
Committee Meeting and had done a lot to bring the African delegates to Montreal for the
34th General Assembly in August 2008.
I will conclude by presenting my gratitude to all those who have contributed to the
success of the work of WSCF Africa in 2008. May the Staff, the Executive committee
members, SCMs and all our Partners find in this report the expression of their respective
contributions!
Mr. NDAYIZEYE Normand
WSCF Africa Chairperson
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Brown, Lindsay. Shining Like Stars: The Power of the Gospel in the World’s Universities. Inter-Varsity
Press, 2006, p. 109.
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YEAR REVIEW
Each year WSCF Africa Region planned its program in line with the recommendation of
the Africa Regional Committee (ARC). Activities are planned and scheduled with faith
that our Father will provide and will continue to touch the heart of our donors so that they
do not stop their financial support as we depend 100% on external funding. The political
and socio-economic situation in the region and countries will also inform the decision on
where to hold workshops.
By God’s grace, by His support and guidance and through the generous contribution of
our financial partners, we held two statutory meetings and 4 workshops:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Executive Committee Meeting
The Africa Regional Committee Meeting
The Human Rights Workshop
The HIV and AIDS and Economic Justice Workshop
The Skill building Workshop on Economic Justice
HIV and AIDS Overcoming Stigmatization workshop

In addition to these gatherings, we lead the African Delegation to the 34th General
Assembly of the Federation in Montreal, attended the Staff and officers meeting in
Geneva, the UN meeting in Paris and UN-Habitat meeting in Durban. We also visited
some movements and took part to other ecumenical gatherings as the AACC General
Assembly in Maputo, FIM meeting in Geneva.
This was not an easy task as every year during our meetings and trainings, we learned
from our members, listen to their problems and challenges. Meetings with our members
are still and will remain part of my good memory as is during these meetings that we hear
great wisdom from students, witness their struggle and faith in the midst of so much
uncertainty and poverty. I’m always very passionate on how they can think right and can
share their vision of the new Africa. But at the same time I felt as powerless as most of
the dreams are just remaining at our level as many national policies are excluding young
people. Nevertheless it is still in a midst of these contradictions, that I keeping faith and
hope that things will change in the continent and that the artisans of change are WSCF
members.
I will also confess that I’m sometimes so desperate and so discouraged with some
discourse of our young people. They will argue to have “perdiem” to be trained, that’s
unbelievable! borders’ and sisters, we can not change if we do not have the sense of
sacrifice and determination. Of course in our budget there is no allocation for perdiem,
we should have just distributed to you as we know your difficult financial situation. But it
is important to understand that if we don’t get rid of “begging”, we will never be ready
for big task and challenges. Hosting a meeting is viewed by few as an opportunity to get
some money from the Regional Office, it is still fine, but friends it is also important to
focus on the objectives and goals to meet first and the rest will come. We are also
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challenged by the quality of leadership in some context. Everything have to be given to
them and explained to them and still they may not even understand as their mind is set
with the idea that the Regional Office have unlimited resources. Some will forget that we
are organizing activities to strengthen our members not for our benefit and will show no
respect to the authorities during workshops.
It has been hard for us to see some our members not keeping their promise when they
represent their movement at some international gathering. We are praying and working to
help our members to understand that success and accomplishment can be achieved home.
It is true that the challenges we are facing are discouraging and do not give hope as
constitutions are changed in some countries to prolonged the terms of some Head of
State, unending war in Eastern DRC, massacre of civilian by LRA, Zimbabwe crises,
Coup d’état in some countries like Mauritania and Guinea and military coming in with
their own constitution: in addition to that HIV and AIDS prevalence rate not declining,
women empowerment still hindering by some patriarchal behaviors, that food crises and
danger of famine is growing in some countries and the list goes on. Still migration is not
a solution. We need to strategize on how the model of some democratic government as
Benin, Ghana, and Zambia can be followed in the continent.
We should also keep faith like the Psalmist who says: “For you O God, have tested us,
you have refined us as silver is refined, you brought us into the net, you laid affliction
on our backs (we know that all the afflictions in Africa is caused by African themselves
and some external forces), you have caused men to ride over our heads, we went
through fire and water, but you brought us out to rich fulfillment”, Psalm 66:10-13.
Let’s continue to pay God our vow and he will rescue us and bring us to rich fulfillment.
Let us continue to write history with Him in the footstep of Barrack Obama, the very
unique miracle Africans and the world is witnessing today. God definitely needs our
hands (iron hands) to work with Him.
Thanks to the support and partnerships we have had with our Grantees, Donors and
Partners Organization: WCC, ICCO and Kerckinactie, KAIROS Canada, United Church
of Canada, GBGM, Anglican Church of Canada, ActionAid International, NCCA for
your unfailing support and trust.
Thanks to the IRO, the General Secretary, WSCF officers, Executive committee
members, Africa Exco members, our national movements, our senior friends and all of
you who have contributed to the achievement of our action in 2009.
Special thanks to my colleague in the Regional Office: Maxwell Omondi and Jonathan
Muruli. Shimambo. May God continue to bless you as you endeavor for peace and justice
in the world.
Georgine Kengne Djeutane
Regional Secretary
WSCF – Africa Region
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GOVERNANCE
1. Staff and Officers meeting in Geneva
The Staff and officers meet in Geneva, Chavanne de Bogis from the 12th to the 20th of
February 2008. Sessions on the preparation of the General Assembly which took place
from the 1st to the 10 August in Montreal where held. We also reviewed our
implementation of the Ecumenical Assistance Program (EAP). The IRO hire a
consultation firm to carried out the evaluation of EAP to pave way for better results and
achievements at the national level.
2. Africa Executive Committee Meeting
The Africa Executive Committee Meeting was held from the 5th to the 8th of April 2008
at the Rosamystica Spiritual Centre. The 6 members of the Executive committee met to
finalize the preparation of the Africa regional Committee meeting and the Africa
participation to the General Assembly. We also reviewed the progress made on Calabash
fund. In 2002 we agreed to build our reserves in order to preserve and to perpetuate the
activities of the WSCF Africa for the future generations and to break the 100%
dependence of the Region to external funding. To date the collection is not doing well as
it was expected between the two levels collection (National & Regional). Effort has been
made only at the Regional level. Movements are also slowing down our effort to finalize
our Senior Friend network project. Few movements only have sent the list and contact of
their senior friends. We hope to make progress in the coming and we need national
movements’ collaboration.
3. Africa Regional Committee meeting 2008
The Africa regional committee (ARC) was held at the resurrection garden-Karen, Kenya
from July 23rd to 25th 2008. A total of 30 participants (16 male and 14 female) attended
the ARC, which includes representatives of 23 national movements, 6 Executive
Committee members and Staff, 1 Senior Friends and 4 Observers.
The Africa Regional Committee Meeting is a biennial meeting which brings
representatives from national movements to exchange and share life experiences from
their respective movements, and to learn form one another. The ARC 2008 was followed
by the Human Right Training.
The theme of the 2008 ARC which was coupled with the 34th General Assembly of the
World Student Christian Federation was based on the book of Joel the prophet: “I shall
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pour out my Spirit on all humanity. Your sons and daughters shall prophesy…and your
young people shall see visions.” Joel 2: 28.
Every four years WSCF holds a General Assembly as the most representative expression
of the Federation’s life. Its functions are:
•
to call forth a new generation of ecumenical leaders,
•
to gather students from around the world to share stories of God's work in their
lives and their work in God's world,
•
to re-envision the mission of the WSCF and its 105 national movements for the
quadrennium to come,
•
to review and assess the situation of the member movements, the regions and the
world-wide situation of the Federation.
The theme from the prophet Joel is quoted in the story of Pentecost found in the Acts of
the Apostles chapter 2. The text emphasises the role of youth in the dreams of the early
church and the sense of optimism experienced at Pentecost. By choosing this theme, we
seek to connect WSCF with the prophetic tradition and to express a sense of optimism,
vision, strength and purpose for this General Assembly and the coming quadrennium.
The Bible Study was one important component of the gathering and everyday student
were reading the Bible and were reflecting on they ministry today. Facing the modernity
and all that it entails in terms of globalization, the New Technologies of Information and
Communication (NTIC), the internets' users and cybercafés, the international financial
institutions (IMF, WB, G8), the anarchical proliferation of religious denominations and
implantations of religious communities, all these coupled with the change of social norms
and moral values, there is a series of thorny questions just arising here:
1.
What is the prophetic message that the African youth should proclaim into the
world in the light of the book of the Prophet Joel?
2.
What role actually WSCF youth is playing and shall play in the midst of cultural,
economical, political and religious upheavals?
3.
How to go about the above-mentioned prophetic role for the African Christian
youth in matters pertaining to the proclamation of a prophetic message in an African
context today?
The youth of Africa in general and that of WSCF Africa Region in particular must be
attentive enough so as to avoid lending a deaf ear to the Word of God but rather be eager
to address injustice, inequality, and sin of omission or commission by choosing carefully
their role models, and focusing on life-saving strategies as far as Christian commitment
and salvation are concerned.
As Paul puts it clearly in 1 Tim 4: 7, 8, & 12, this instruction should safeguard us: "Have
nothing to do with godless myths and old wives' tales; rather, train yourself to be godly.
For physical training is of some value but godliness has value for all things, holding
promise for both the present life and the life to come.
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Don't let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set an example for the
believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith, and in purity." (NIV Bible)
As matters stand, let WSCF youth keep up announcing today a prophetic message in line
with positively transforming the world in which they live by praising God and telling of
His greatness as best they could and giving thanks for all the mighty deeds God has done.
This involves clean relationship with God through Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. It
means at the same time developing an ethical Christian relationship with our neighbours
who include but are not limited to our parents, siblings, relatives, agemates, schoolmates,
workmates, leaders, etc… for the works of our hands speak louder than the words of our
mouths.
Members of the Executive Committee were also elected during the ARC. Normand
Ndayizeye as President, Opiyo Edwin as Vice President, Gloria Lay Joseph as Treasurer,
Denise Akpei Memel and Jules Tchede Dakpanon as members of the Executive
Committee. They proxies are Lydia Barbra Nyabunya (Uganda) and Ruth Essebe Ngotty
Chanceline (Cameroon).
We thank God for His guidance during our deliberations and His blessing throughout the
ARC and the Human Rights Training. May Jesus Christ our Saviour lead us all in our
ministry.
ACTIVITIES
1. Human Rights Training
We held a training on Human Rights from 26th – 28th July 2008 at the Resurrection
Garden, Nairobi, Kenya. A total of 30 participants (14 female and 16 male) attended the
workshop.
The training aimed to enhance knowledge of participants in the field of human rights. It’s
also aimed to provide tools and adequate information which will help our members to
fight effectively on human rights abuse in the continent.
The themes of the workshop were: Introduction to Human Rights, Equality and Nondiscrimination, Engaging and monitoring Public Funds, Promoting Youth Leadership and
Participation, Human Rights and Law, Youth and Societal Transformation: Interrogating
the parameters of Human Rights, Security, Gender, Governance and Development and
lastly, Opportunities for engagement by Christian students with human rights work in
Africa.
At the end of the workshop, most of the participants agreed that the Human Rights
training met its objective. Some delegates suggested that the training should be
introduced to primary schools and it should take place in each and every country to be
more effective.
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The training enabled them to know how to discuss issues on Human Rights with young
people and adults. They gained skills on how other movements in the sub-region were
dealing with the Human Rights in their own countries and internationally.
They also suggested that WSCF Africa Region should improve its action towards the
Human Rights training and should take this action:
-

Plan for more Human Rights trainings workshops for youth and students at
Nationals movements’ level.
Give youth the opportunity to share their experience locally as well as at the
international level.
Strengthen National Movements that don’t have a lot of expertise in Human
Rights by having training Programmes in their National Movements

2. Training Workshop on Economic Justice and HIV and AIDS
WSCF Africa Region held a Workshop on Economic Justice and HIV and AIDS in
Kigali Rwanda from the 7th to the 9th of October 2008. The meeting took place at ISANO
Centre, the Presbyterian Church in Rwanda. A total number of 21 participants (11 female
and 10 male) attended the training.
We aimed to deepen knowledge of WSCF members and build their individual skills in
developing and implementing plans and strategies for undertaking policy advocacy for
HIV and AIDS and Economic Justice.
2. Training Workshop on HIV and AIDS, Central Africa Sub region
WSCF Africa Region held a Workshop on HIV and AIDS in Kigali Rwanda from the
10th to the 12th of October 2008. The meeting took place at ISANO Centre, the
Presbyterian Church in Rwanda. A total number of 30 participants attended the training.
Participants were drawn from Burundi, Cameroon, Democratic Republic of Congo and
Rwanda.
The rights of people living with HIV and AIDS are often violated because of their
presumed or known HIV status. These people are doubly penalized, on the one hand by
the disease itself and by the loss that it brings to their other rights. Stigma and
discrimination can block their access to treatment; affect their jobs, their homes and other
rights. That, in turn, contributes to other risk both the stigma and discrimination that
discourage people with HIV and those otherwise penalized because of the disease make
themselves known to health services and social services. It follows that it is precisely
those who have the greatest need to be informed, educated and counseled who are
deprived of such services, even when they are available. We intend to change this
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mindset.
3. Training on Economic Justice
From the 26th to the 1st of December 2008, WSCF Africa Region organized a skill
building workshop on economic justice at the Justo Mwale Theological College with the
aim to analyze youth perspectives and practices on the causes of and ways of tackling
poverty, inequality, and environmental destruction, to analyze ways and action to be
taken to addressed poverty, wealth and ecology in the context of globalization.
Delegates from Zambia, Namibia, Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Mozambique attended
the workshop.
The overall goal of the project was to trained and organized youth leaders of WSCF to
work toward a new vision for Africa that promotes sustainable development, poverty
eradication and advocacy to promote Alternative Globalization Addressing People and
Earth (AGAPE) promote by the World Council of Churches.
At the end of the training, participants agreed that they have acquired more knowledge on
Economic justice and they will work on their national action plan and advocate to impact
on poverty eradication and economic justice issues in Africa. They will also build at the
national level youth constituency that seeks to positively influence public economic
policies in Africa.

National Movement Visitation
In the course of the year 2009, we visited the following movements: SCM of Nigeria, the
2 SCM in Rwanda (MESSORWA and RAJEPRA) and the SCM of Zambia.
During my visit in Toronto, I had a meeting with some partners, UCC and Kairos and
Africa Files. A presentation on WSCF Africa Region programme was shared and was
recorded by Africa files. Africa Files is a network of volunteers relaying African
perspectives and alternative analyses to promote justice and human rights. A podcast was
then produced by Farai Gonzo. This podcast was send to our members and our network. I
also participate at the Earth Hour candlelight Church Service to raise awareness around
Climate Change
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WSCF AFRICA REGION DIARY OF EVENTS 2008
1. Staff and Officers meeting in Geneva, 12th – 20th February 2008
2. Training on Violence Against Women, Tamar Campaign – Masculinity, 6th to the
12th of March 2008, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
3. Participation at the Biennial conference of the Student Christian Movement of
Nigeria, 19th to the 24th of March 2009, Ibadan, Nigeria
4. Meeting with Senior Friends in Canada and Meeting with Canada Student
Christian Movement, 25th – 31st of March 2008, Interview by Africa Files Africa
Files is a network of volunteers relaying African perspectives and alternative
analyses to promote justice and human rights, participation at the Earth Hour
candlelight Church Service to raise awareness around Climate Change.
5. Africa Forum and Network on Debt and Development (AFRODAD) Board
Meeting, 12th – 14th of April 2008, Harare, Zimbabwe
6. FIM meeting in Geneva, 21st to the 25th of May 2008
7. Ecumenical Advocacy Committee Meeting of the Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance
May 19th to the 23rd and June 28th to the 3rd of July 2008
8. UN – Habitat Meeting – Safer Cities Program – 16th to the 22nd June 2008,
Durban, South Africa
9. United Nation meeting, NGO Relations, Department of Public Information on
Reaffirming Human Rights for all, the Universal Declaration at 60. 61st Annual
DPI/NGO Conference, UNESCO headquarters, Paris 3rd to 5th of September 2008,
Paris, France
10. International Fundraising Congress on behalf of NPI-Africa, Amsterdam 14th to
the 19th of October 2008
11. Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance Assembly – Rome 17th to the 19th of November
2008
12. Meeting with the Church of Sweden in Uppsala – 21st November 2009
13. World Bank Meeting on Debt Relief and Beyond in Washington from the 30th 31st of October 2008, representing AFRODAD (Africa Forum and Network on
Debt and Development).
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14. All Africa Conference of Churches General Assembly Maputo 7 to 12 December
2008
15. Attend the public session on “the Power of Multi-Religious Youth Action for
Peace and Reconciliation”, 16th December 2008, Nairobi, Kenya
FINANCIAL REPORT

INCOME
- Grant from Geneva
- Anglican Church of Canada
- General Board of Global Ministries – USA
- KAIROS – Canada
- ICCO & Kerkinactie
- National Council of Churches of Australia
- United Church of Canada
- Action Aid International
- World Council of Churches - WYP
- World Council of Churches - ESF
- Other income
- National Movement contribution to ARC
- Foreign Currency Adjustment
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
-

Assets Purchased
Programs Expenses
Administrative expenses

TOTAL EXPENSES
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR

2007

2008

31,318.54
7,077
20,000
43,154
32,015
9,960
33,345

32,855
630

53,799
6,879.18
19,000
42,986.51
34,235
8,160
21,275.49
8,097
13,677.90
18,305.8
18,436.5
6,240

236,156.54

251,092.38

1,071
151,658
62,377

170,559.43
40,315.55

215,106
21,050.54

210,874.98
40,217.40

25,802

LIST OF THE AFRICA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS
- Mr. Normand Ndayizeye, Chairperson, Burundi
- Mr. Edwin Opiyo, Vice Chairperson, Kenya
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- Ms. Gloria Lae Joseph, Treasurer, New Sudan
- Ms. Denise Akpei Memel, Executive Committee Member, Cote d’Ivoire
- Mr. Jules Tchede Dakpanon , Executive committee Member, Benin
Africa Exco Proxies
- Ms. Lydia Barbra Nyabuna, Uganda
- Ms. Ruth Ngotty Essebe, Cameroon

MEMBER MOVEMENTS
1. Jeunesse Chrétienne Universitaire et Scolaire du Benin (JSCUB)
2. Département des Jeunes, Eglises Episcopale du Burundi
3. Mouvements des Etudiants Protestants du Cameroun (MEPC)
4. Association Chrétienne des Elèves et Etudiants Protestants de Cote d’Ivoire
(ACEEPCI)
5. Ethiopian Student’s Association (HAESA)
6. SCM of The Gambia
7. SCM of Ghana
8. SCM of Kenya
9. SCM of Lesotho
10. National Student Christian Council of Liberia (NSCC)
11. Mpiantra Kristiana Malagasi (MPI.KRI.MA) Madagascar
12. SCM of Namibia
13. SCM of Nigeria
14. Fédération Nationale des Jeunes Protestants (FNJP), DRC
15. Association des Jeunes et des Etudiants Chrétiens (AJEC), DRC
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16. Mouvement des Etudiants au Service Social du Rwanda (MESSORWA)
17. Rassemblement de la Jeunesse Estudiantine Protestante a l’Action (RAJEPRA),
Rwanda
18. Mouvement des Jeunes de l’Eglise Protestante du Sénégal (MJPS)
19. Federation of South Africa Christian Students (FEDSACS), South Africa
20. Sudanese Student Christian Mission (SSCM), New Sudan
21. SCM of Sierra Leone
22. Tanzania Student Christian Fellowship (TSCF)
23. Association Chrétienne des Elèves et Etudiants du Togo (ACEET)
24. The Youth Department, Church of the Province of Uganda
25. SCM of Zambia
26. SCM of Zimbabwe
NEW ASSOCIATED MOVEMENT
27. USM – Ethiopia Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus – Ethiopia
CONTACT POINTS
28. Christian Council of Churches in Gabon
29. Youth Department Christian Council of Churches in Congo Brazzaville
30. CYAMA Malawi
31. Christian Council of Churches Botswana
32. SCM Mozambique
LIST OF DONORS
• ICCO & Kerkinactie, Netherlands
• Anglican Church of Canada
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• Kairos – Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives
• GBGM – The United Methodist Church, USA
• United Church of Canada
• National Council of Churches in Australia (NCCA)
• World Council of Churches, Geneva
• Action Aid International, Kenya
WORLD STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
AFRICA REGION
VISION AND MISSION
WSCF is a global community of Student Christian Movement committed to dialogue,
ecumenism, social justice and peace.
Our mission is to empower students in critical thinking and constructive transformation
of our world. We also seek to promote cooperation among young people in working and
advocating for socio-economic justice, peace and human rights and responsible and
accountable leadership in the world.
Founded in 1895, the WSCF serves 6 regions around the world, including 25 countries in
Africa. In the past 112 years, the focus has been on promoting peace and conflict
transformation, human rights education, Bible Study and Theology, Economic Justice,
Leadership training. In addition to these foundational efforts, more recently in Africa
there have been Initiatives to empower women, develop leadership, and generate
interfaith dialogue and combat HIV and AIDS.
STATISTICS
Number of Movements: 27
Affiliated: 21
Associated: 6
Contact Point: 5
Central Africa Sub Region (7 Nationals Movements – 4 Affiliated, 3 Associated and 3
contact points)
• Burundi
• Cameroon
• Congo Brazzaville
• Democratic Republic of Congo (2)
• Gabon
• Madagascar
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•
•

Central Africa Republic
Rwanda (2)

East Africa Sub- Region (6 National Movements – 3 Affiliated – 3 Associated)
• Ethiopia (2)
• Kenya
• Uganda
• Sudan
• Tanzania
South Africa Sub Region (5 National Movements – 5 Affiliated and 2 contact points)
• Lesotho
• Malawi
• Mozambique
• Namibia
• South Africa
• Zambia
• Zimbabwe
West Africa Sub Region (9 National Movements – 9 Affiliated)
• Benin
• Cote d’Ivoire
• Gambia
• Ghana
• Liberia
• Nigeria
• Senegal
• Sierra Leone
• Togo
MEMBERSHIP: Approximately 600,000

ACRONYMS
AACC:
AFRODAD:
ARC:
DPI:
EAP:
GBGM:
IMF:
IRO:
KAIROS:

All Africa Conference of Churches
Africa Forum and Network on Debt and Development
Africa Regional Committee
Department of Public Information
Ecumenical Assistance Program
General Board of Global Ministries
International Monetary Fund
Inter Regional Office
Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives
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LRA:
NCCA:
NGO:
NPI-A:
NTIC:
SCM:
UN:
UNESCO:
Organization
WB:
WCC:
WSCF:

Lord Resistance Army
National Council of churches in Australia
Non Governmental Organization
Nairobi Peace Initiative - Africa
New Technology of Information and Communication
Student Christian Movement
United Nation
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
World Bank
World Council of Churches
World Student Christian Federation
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